Religion is often viewed as a propellant of conflict and violence in international relations and conflict resolution studies. The relationship between violence and religion in general, and islam in particular, became a central concern for scholars and policy makers especially after the September 11, 2001 attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. However, history provides that religion has also been a source and inspiration for nonviolent resistance and peace-building. This paper explores the relationship between religion and violence and attempts to understand how religious traditions can be employed for peace-building and nonviolent resistance. To support this idea, the paper introduces the Islamic tradition of nonviolence and provides two examples of how this tradition was employed successfully. 
I. INTRODUCTION
The end of the Cold War was greeted with much optimism around the world, as the threat of a nuclear war was considered to be cast off. Many envisioned a new era, a new order, where liberty, democracy, and peace would reign. Hovvever, such hopes were shattered quickly as new types of conflicts proliferated and threatened the global system, and many old ones, (such as the Israeli-Palestinian, India-Pakistan, Northern Ireland, ete.) continued to be intraetable. Most of these post-Cold War conflicts involve communities with different cultures and religious traditions. These communities have been traumatized with the impact of colonization and imperialism, and are lagging behind the West in terms of material, teehnieal and scientifıc achievements. Many of these societies suffer from extreme poverty and economic deprivation as well as the pressure of the globalization. In many of these post-Cold War conflicts, religion, as one of the central identifying characteristics of the communities, is often used to justify war and violence, as well as to construct negative enemy images, even though main reasons of the conflict may not be religious. Consequently, religion has come to be seen as a propellant of conflict and violence.
The relationship betvveen violence and religion in general, and islam in particular, became a central concern for seholars and politicians especially after the heinous attacks on the Twin Towers and the Pentagon on September 11, 2001 . Others, such as Bali bombings in 2002 and istanbul bombings in November 2003, follovved these attacks. Declaring Jihad, the Islamic extremist group, al-Qaeda, that claimed responsibility for these attacks, asserted that these attacks were justifıed by islam. In the meanvvhile, other Islamic groups, such as Hamas and Islamic Jihad in the West Bank and Gaza, have been employing suicide attacks on Israeli civilians since early 1990s. They too, argue that such acts are legitimate according to islam. These horrific acts of Islamic groups and their claims that these acts are legitimate according to the Islamic tradition have signifıcantly contributed to the image of islam as a violent religion. As a result, islam and violence have come to be perceived almost synonym in the minds of many non-Muslims.
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Religion offers a language and symbolism through which human beings interpret reality as well as get comfort for trauma and injuries. 8 However, texts, and in particular religious texts are often filled with ambiguities, contradicting statements, and are written down in a distant time, usually in a language that is different from the ones used by the current communities. 9 Although one may believe that religious texts, such as the Quran, is the direct word of God, it stili has to go though human interpretation. Historical, political, social, economic and cultural contexts of the interpreting agent effects the way religious texts are understood.
10
According to Marc Gopin, the way sacred texts are used to foster peace or promote violence and destruction:
...seems to depend on the complex ways in vvhich the psychological and sociological circumstances and the economic and cultural constructs of a particular group interact with the ceaseless human drive to hermeneutically develop religious meaning systems, texts, rituals, symbols, and laws."
Especially under extreme conditions, such as at times of war, religious texts are interpreted through deep fears and concerns. At such times various verses, ideas, or spiritual images may meet cognitive and emotional needs of the individual.
12 Accordingly, the turbulent relations with the "enemy" impact the way texts are understood. Various tales, sagas, and myths are selected to support interpretation of the religious tradition that legitimize war, and construct negative enemy images. n Ibid., 17.
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Moreover, religious actors simplify religious myths, dehistoricize religious texts, and construct a story in which ali time, place, and difference are represented as meaningful parts of a divine project. With the aid of religious imagery and vocabulary, various sagas, myths and tales, with which the population is familiar, the past, the preset, and the future are linked in the minds of the population. Past wars and victories are interpreted from the perspective of the religious tradition, and are employed to recreate the history of the people. By locating these victories and wars in their collective memory religious and political actors engage the population into the politics of interpretation. By retelling these religious myths, sagas, and stories, they rewrite the history and shape the spaces (e.g. national homeland) and events (e.g. wars, victories, massacres, ete.) that constitute the basis of religious identity. Such stories create the imaginative boundaries that contain the identity of the people and influence self-interpretations and modes of exclusion and inelusion, 13 self-other. These narratives reconfıgure the imagination of the population within which the aetions have meaning and thus become the contexts for action, such as defending the nation through war or suicide attacks.' 4 Many political leaders have used this unique power of religion for legitimating their policies and for mobilizing people tovvards their constructed ends. Although the main reasons and issues of a conflict may not be of religious character, religion plays a significant role at times of conflict where different religious systems encounter one another. In such cases, political leaders do not hesitate to resort to religious myths and sacred documents of their religion to justify their acts, and policies. By doing that they try to get the support of their communities and reinforce their power. Americas were not only justifıed but also called for by religious authorities in Europe. More recently, in South Africa, religious beliefs, movements, leaders, especially the Afrikener neo-Calvinist interpretation of the Bible, played a central role in justifying the culture of Apartheid. In this case, Biblical notions of "chosennes", "the called," and the "Calvisinst idea of "predestination" was interpreted as justifıcation for white supremacy.
16
The use and abuse of religion to pursue political ends has been common in many of the post-Cold War conflicts as well, where religious identity plays a critical role in conflict dynamics.
17 For example, religion was used to define the identities of the parties, and to justify violence and even gross violations of human rights during conflict in ex-Yugoslavia. Bosnian genicide was religiously motivated and justified on religious grounds by the Orthadox Serb nationalists.
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"Religious symbols ...myths of origin (pure Serb race), symbols of passion (Lazar [the Serbian King who died during the war against the Ottomans]), eschatological longings (resurrection of Lazar) were used by religious nationalists to create a reduplicating Milos Obilic (the assassin of Sultan Murat [the Ottoman Sultan that was killed during the war), avenging himself on the Christ killer, the race traitor, the alien, and ironically, the falsely accused "fundamentalist" next door." 19 Again, in that vein, suicide attacks are made possible through Hamas's interpretation of the martyrdom myth. 20 The myth of martyrdom and the symbol of "the martyr" represent the utmost act of devotion to God in the Islamic tradition. construct, it gives meaning to not only one's existence, but more importantly, to one's death. 21 Suicide, on the other hand, is one of the gravest sins according to islam. Nevertheless, by reinterpreting the myth of martyrdom to include suicide attacks, Hamas leadership invokes the myth of ultimate form of sacrifice for God, for justice, and for one's own people.
22 Such an interpretation endows Palestinians with the sense that they are not powerless or subservient, but can do something about the situation, and sap the Israeli morale, thus obliterate their psychology. Besides, by lending meaning and dignity to these actions in their minds, the myth of martyrdom provides comfort and paramount means of coping with suffering and loss, especially to the families of these individuals who undertake suicide actions.
Even Buddhism, known for its nonviolent principles, has been abused to justify violence. Sri Lankan history, regretfully, serves as a powerful example of this. Founded on the principles laid down by Ashoka, 23 Sri Lanka has been the locale of one of the bloodiest conflicts in the 20 th century. During the conflict, the majority of Sri Lankans (who are Sinhalese Buddhists) have justifıed violence against the Tamils (18 percent of the population) using Buddhist chronicles of Ashoka that date back 2300 years. In their justification, they utilized the conversation that took place between eight Buddhist monks and King Arjuna, who, after another bloody war, had doubts about the moral value of his actions. According to the records, eight Buddhist monks reassures Arjuna that he, in fact, killed only one and a half soul (a monk and a novice), and the rest does not count as souls since they were not Buddhists, and that it was ali right to kili the unbelievers. 
III. RELİGİON AS A SOURCE OF NONVİOLENCE AND PEACEMAKING
The examples provided above are only a few of the conflicts, where religion has been used to justify violence and violations of human rights. However, this is not the whole story. "The dreadful record of religiously inspired violence and intolerance withstanding, history points a more complicated picture of religious identity. 25 A picture, in which, the same religious traditions (which were used to justify violence) are the sources and inspiration for peace-building and nonviolent resistance.
In conflict situations, especially in intractable conflicts, transition from a war-like behavior to peace behavior is very hard, since the parties have invested significant resources to continue the conflict. The rival parties are under the influence of a history fılled with resentment, dehumanization, anger, and rage. They usually have deep injuries and traumas as a result of the long-standing conflict. These factors contribute to the perpetuation of the negative images of the "enemy" thus, to the continuation of the conflict. However, for peace to be sustainable and lasting there is a need to change the negative perceptions of the "other" and to establish constructive relations between the communities. This requires justification for altering the negative mind frames concerning the "other," in addition to addressing the needs and interests of the parties. Religion, with its unique empowering and transforming power can be and has been employed successfully in this process.
Irrespective of how they are used or abused, most religious systems incorporate ideals of peace and promise peace as the outcome of their application. Ali religious traditions embody a wide variety of cultural and moral resources, which have confıgured the basis of personal and communal values that support nonviolence and prevent conflicts. Therefore, religion can play a constructive role in peacebuilding and reconciliation. Understanding the social, psychological, and cultural processes that play a significant role in the way that religious texts are understood, can signifıcantly contribute towards that end.
There are various advantages in employing religious sources for building peace and nonviolence. First of ali, religious involvement in nonviolent resistance and peacemaking initiatives can prepare and equip practitioners and diplomats for much more proactive roles in transforming the conflict. Gopin supports this view by stating that "a close study of the sacred texts, traditions, symbols and myths that emerge in conflict situations may contribute to theoretical approaches by providing useful frame of reference for conflict resolution vvorkshops, and interfaith dialogue groups, and by creating a bridge to the unique cultural expression of a particular conflict." 26 Moreover, religion can bring social, moral, and spiritual resources to the peace-building processes and nonviolent resistance. It can inflict a sense of engagement and commitment both to peace and to transforming a relationship of a missing dimension from the mechanical and instrumental conflict resolution models. 27 Religious commitment can become a strong impetus for engaging in peacebuilding activities and bringing about social change. Engaging in religious peace-building can provide spiritual bases for transformation and compensate for mechanistic and instrumental conflict resolution models.
Additionally, religious traditions offer rich resources for resolving conflicts by advocating values such as repentance, forgiveness, justice and patience, among others. These values may be used to promote peace and nonviolence by emphasizing common humanity, and encourage co-existence. Religious rituals and values can be powerful tools in transforming hatred and animosity into cooperation. Furthermore, religious values, beliefs, customs, and institutions can assist healing deep social and personal injuries and traumas. Thus, religious traditions can also be rich resources for managing conflicts creatively, constructively, and nonviolently.
In that line, it is necessary for scholars and practitioners in conflict resolution and peace studies to understand and address how the population perceives, interprets, and remembers catastrophic events. They also have to understood the perceptions of injustice that lead the people to invoke texts that privilege violence över nonviolence, hatred över co-existence. Furthermore, it is necessary to identify myths that provide the basis for violence and analyze thoroughly how these myths are manipulated. Myths translate complex problems into manageable cognitive structures and make them comprehensible to the human mind. During conflict times myths become tools to make sense of human atrocities to "explain" the reasons and sources of the conflict to the people in a "clear" way. 28 Therefore, negative myths (myths that justify hatred and violence) should be replaced by positive myths (myths that promote justice, peace, and reconciliation) and these positive myths must be supported with religious texts and images.
Hovvever, only legitimate religious actors and institutions have the capacity and the authority to interpret religious texts. In many of the conflict-ridden communities religious institutions represent a signifıcant portion of the society and posses moral legitimacy, as well as the capacity to reach and mobilize the population. "Their daily contact with the masses, long record of charitable service, and reputation for integrity have earned the religious leaders and institutions a privileged status and an unparalleled legitimacy, especially in societies where religion enjoys a measure of independence from the state." 29 For that reason, religious institutions and actors are in a unique position in their communities to become agents of change. It is, then, imperative that conflict resolution scholars and practitioners identify those religious authorities that are peace oriented. Only then, they could open channels through which these institutions and actors could connect to a wider netvvork of peace-building initiatives across social, political, and economic spectrum. Religious actors can assume various roles in peacemaking.
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These include, but are not limited to, advocate, intermediary, observer and educator. 31 For example, advocates may be catalysts for empovvering weaker party, restructuring relationships, and transforming social structures. Intermediaries, on the other hand, may be effective in bringing parties together to resolve the conflict and transform the conflictual relationships. Observers may be effective in preventing violence and transforming the conflict dynamic. Finally, educators may work towards conflict transformation by reaching out to the community through sermons, training seminars, and other social activities. It is equally important, however, that conflict resolution scholars and practitioners develop training vvorkshops that engage religious actors. Thus, religious peace-building becomes a majör tool for training, empovvering, and motivating religiously oriented people tovvards peace. (January, 1996) islam, too, incorporates the tradition of nonviolence. However, nonviolence is a frequently misunderstood concept, equated with inaction or keeping silence at times of oppression and threat of violence. its critics argue that nonviolence fails to stop gross violations of human rights, unjust practices, and violence. Truth is that nonviolence is not passivity, nor inaction. On the contrary, nonviolence is a proactive method of resistance without resorting to violence. As Daniel L. Smith-Christopher states, "[n]onviolence includes not only the refusal to engage in lethal activities, but it also presumes a commitment to strive for conditions of fairness, justice, and respect in human relations." 37 Etymologically, "non-violence' denotes rejection of use of violence to achieve one's goals. This conceptualization, which defines nonviolence as the absence of violence, suggests that violence is the 'norm' and nonviolence is 'not normal.' Indeed, while the relation between islam and violence have been a theme of many studies, especially since the September 11 attacks, war as a means for selfdefense is hardly questioned. International norms, institutional and discursive continuities (such as the United Nations Charter, the Geneva Convention, ete.) enable the persistence of war and violence as a legitimate form of action under certain circumstances. However, "self-defense" is a loosely defıned concept that is subject to manipulation in conflict situations. At times of war, quite often, parties attempt to justify terrorist attacks, collateral damages, preemptive strikes, and acts of revenge with the concept of self-defense. Yet, this weak support for nonviolence does not mean that nonviolent aetive resistance is ineffeetive to alter social struetures that sustain Mohammed Abu Nimer defines nonviolence as "a set of attitudes, actions, or behaviors intended to persuade the other side to change its opinions, perceptions and actions", and pacifısm as "the overall principles that guide the application of nonviolent strategies."
39 In this sense, nonviolence means that the actors do not retaliate violently against their opponent, but absorb anger and damage as well as sending a message of patience and insistence in facing and correcting injustice. 40 Martin Luther King Jr. identifıed the majör principles of nonviolence as being physically non-aggressive, but spiritually dynamically aggressive; as not humiliating the opponent, but persuading the opponent and facilitating change through new understanding and awareness of moral shame to construct beloved communities; as directing its forces against the evil rather than against persons who are caught in these forces; as seeking to avoid both external physical and internal spiritual violence; and finally, as being based on the conviction that the universe is on the side of justice. From the nonviolence perspective, peace is defined as a process in which human beings can establish foundations for interacting with each other and with nature in harmony and to institute just socialeconomic structures, where human beings can flourish and fulfill their potentials. This conceptualization of peace is based on the acknowledgment of dignity and worth of each and every human being, the recognition of the needs and interests of ali those involved and addressing social, political and economic injustices. Therefore, "[n]onviolence implies an active commitment to social change that would ultimately result in a fair distribution of world resources, a more creative and democratic cooperation between peoples, and a common pursuit of those social, scientific, medical, and political achievements that serve to enhance the human enterprise and prevent warfare."
42 In this process, employing nonviolent active resistance becomes crucial for building peace that can be sustained.
Nonviolence can be perceived as a way of life. It can be utilized as a strategy for social change, method of defense or liberation, or even resolving conflicts. Although it can be employed solely as an effective strategy, many of its supporters view nonviolence as a moral and ethical principle of action that aims to mobilize people at the grassroots level to demand justice. The underlying contention is that the means should be as ethical and just as the sought ends, if peace is to be enduring. Accordingly, its proponents argue that it is possible to radically transform ali forms of direct, structural, and cultural violence and to establish a just social order through nonviolent action.
İL Assumptions of Nonviolence
Traditions of nonviolence, including the Islamic tradition of nonviolence, share some common assumptions and understandings. First of ali, they are based on the contention that violence breeds more violence and that legacy of violence renders the establishment of sustainable peace more difficult, if not impossible. Proponents of nonviolent resistance hold the premise that every individual is valuable in and of his/herself and has dignity and that should be treated as such. In that respect, nonviolence seeks to avoid not only "external physical violence but also internal violence of the spirit." 43 Therefore, from a nonviolence perspective, it is necessary to separate persons from the problem, the evildoer from the evil deeds. 44 This way, nonviolent activists aim to focus on the sources of injustice and violence, yet by depersonalizing the conflict, they aim to build trust in the opponent. 45 This view is supported by Childress, 46 who argues that when the opponents realize that nonviolent activists will not harm them, they will feel more secure. This feeling of security will contribute to building trust between opponents and will eventually lead to more constructive relationships, including peace-building.
Another crucial aspect of nonviolent resistance is its assumption that the exercise of power depends on the consent of the ruled, who by withdrawing that consent can control or destroy the power of the opponent, thus challenging authority and hierarchy.
47 Nonviolent action renders the violence of the opponent ineffective by withdrawing consent, submission, and rejecting retaliating violently. To do that nonviolent resisters employ various methods, which include symbolic acts such as vigils, marches, and prayers; acts of disobedience and non-cooperation such as boycotts and strikes; or nonviolent direct action such as hunger strikes, blockades, establishment of parallel institutions, among others. Nonviolent action can achieve significant social progress, when controlled and planned properly. Success of nonviolent action depends on the commitment and will of the people, a flexible but carefully developed strategy, good planning and organization, establishment of realizable objectives, and strict application of nonviolence.
V. ISLAMIC APPROACHES TO W AR AND PEACE
In order to evaluate the authenticity of Islamic nonviolence tradition, it is necessary to uncover how peace is defined according to Contemporary Islamic approaches to war and peace can be categorized under three groups. The first one is the "offensive" Islamic approach to war and peace. 50 This approach is based on the idea that islam, as the only 'true path' to bring justice, freedom, and peace, should be the religion that governs the world and that islam aims to expand its influence through various ways, including offensive wars. Adherents of this approach are convinced that the current economic, political, and international system that dominates the world only breeds oppression, injustice, and exploitation, therefore must be removed and replaced by God's governance. In order to achieve that goal, it is incumbent upon every Müslim to "fight" with vvhatever means they have. In this "jihad", according to adherents of this approach, offensive wars and even attacks on civilian targets are necessary evils to bring God's rule to earth. The second Islamic approach to war and peace can be called "defensive" approach.
51
Similar to the "just war" approach in the Western tradition, this approach is based on the belief that islam permits use of violence under certain conditions, and the most obvious one of these circumstances is "self-defense."
52
Exponents of defensive islam argue that in the face of oppression and persecution, islam calls Muslims to defend themselves and to fıght in order to establish justice and to restore harmony. Proponents of this approach can be further divided into two sub-categories, based on their approach regarding conducts of war (jus im bello). The first subgroup argues that not only the ends but also the means of war must be based on ethical grounds, and state that, although war is permissible, it is also limited. Those who uphold the defensive Islamic tradition cali for a strict distinction between combatants and non-combatants, and prohibit killing of the innocent strongly.
The second subgroup, on the other hand, argues that although islam permits war and violence under strict conditions, it also allows Muslims to adopt ali means to win the war. In that line, they argue that killing of civilians may be necessary under certain circumstances. Islamic groups such as Hamas and Islamic Jihad, and supporters of these groups fail into this category. 53 Finally, the third approach is the "nonviolent" Islamic approach to war and peace. Also based on the Quran, the Sunna and the Hadith, 51 idem.. 52 In order to understand the theological background of nonviolence in islam, it is necessary to understand how peace is conceptualized in the Quran. Many references to peace (e.g., salam, silm, sulh) in Quranic discourse suggest that peace is a central theme in Islamic precepts. 59 According to Quranic discourse, peace in islam begins with God, since as-Salam (peace) is one of the Most Beautiful ninety-nine names of God: "Allah is He [...] the source of Peace (and perfection)" (Q59: 23). The Quran refers to peace as the greeting, language, and condition of Paradise (Q10: 10, 14:23, 36:58) . God calls believers to the "abode of peace" by stating in the Quran that "But Allah doth cali to the Home of Peace: He doth guide whom He pleaseth to a way that is straight" (Q10: 25).
Various uses of the term "peace" in the Quran suggest that the Islamic concept of peace is vvider than the absence of war. These uses recommend that peace is a positive state of safety or security, vvhich includes being at peace with one-self, with fellow human beings, nature, and God. 60 Based on these verses, Islamic scholars associate peace with a wide range of concepts. These concepts include, but are not limited to, justice and human development, wholeness, salvation, perfection and harmony.
6 ' This understanding of peace is similar to Justice has been an integral aspect of the Islamic discourse of peace, since the Quran clearly states that the aim of religion is to bring justice. This is evident in Quranic verses such as: "We sent aforetime Our messengers with clear signs and sent down with them the Book and the Balance (of right and wrong), that men may stand forth in justice" (Q57: 25). Without justice, there can be no peace. Therefore justice is the essential component of peace according to the Quranic message.
62 Furthermore, it is stated in the Quran that "O ye who believe! Stand firmly for justice as witnesses to Allah to even as against yourselves, your parents, your kin, and vvhether it be (against) the rich and poor... (Q4: 135); and "... to fair dealing, and let not the hatred of others to you make you svverve to wrong and depart from justice. Be just for it is next to peity..." (Q5: 8). Thus, the Islamic understanding of peace suggests that justice is the overriding principle and it must transcend any consideration of religion, animosity, race, or creed. Consequently, tyranny, which is a system that perpetuates injustice, is viewed as one of the greatest evils that must be removed. Although often mistranslated as "holy war" against external forces, jihad, which asks every Müslim to "strive in the cause of God," indeed asks Muslims to strive for justice. Based on the Quranic verse " We did raise among every people a Messenger (with a teaching): Worship God and Shun the Evil one" (Q16: 36), scholars, such as Jawdat Sa'id, argue that "the Prophets came with the message to avoid wicked tyranny and they disclosed that the tyrant could not continue to exist without our obedience to him." 63 Similar to the modern understanding of nonviolence, this statement rests on the contention that people have the power to nonviolently resist tyranny and injustice, thus transform unjust structures by withdrawing consent. Thus, according to Sa'id, the message of the Prophets is "the sign of a tremendous nonviolent peaceful economic message." sallama; (4) salutation, accord with those around us; (5) resignation, in the sense we are satisfıed and not discontented; besides (6) the ordinary meaning of Peace, i.e. freedom from any jarring element. Ali these shades of meaning are implied in the word islam. 
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It is clear, then, that peace, based on justice for ali, is the central tenet of islam. But how do we attain this peace according to islam? Based on their reading of the Quran and the Hadith, proponents of the Islamic nonviolence approach hold that islam seeks to attain peace through nonviolent means rather than violence, as it is believed to be the preferred way by God. In support of this view Javvdat Sa'id suggests the Hadith "vvhenever violence enters into something it disgraces it, and vvhenever, 'gentle-civility' enters into something it graces it. Truly, God bestows on account of gentle conduct what he does not bestow on account of violent conduct."
64 Also, the Quranic verse "God commands you to treat (everyone) justly, generously and with kindness" (Q16: 90) is used to substantiate this stance.
Stili, in the Quran, there are various verses that permit war as a legitimate conduct to correct injustice and overthrow tyranny and oppression. For example the Quran states:
Let those fıght in the way of Allah who seli the little of this world for the other. Whose fıghteth in the way of Allah, be he slain or be he victorious, on him shall we bestovv a vast reward.
Those, who believe, do battle for the cause of Allah; and whose who disbelieve do battle for the cause of idol. So fıght the minors of devil. Lo! The devil's strategy is every weak (Q4:74-74).
Based on verses such as these, various Islamic scholars argue that islam cannot be a pacifist religion and that islam permits fighting for self-defense. For instance, Sohail Hashimi argues that "Islamic discourse on war and peace begins from the a priori assumption that some types of war are permissible-indeed required by God-and that ali other forms of violence are, therefore forbidden."
65 Ifthikhar H. Malik, quoting verses "And if they indine to peace, indine thou also to it, and trust in God" (Q8: 61) and "So do not falter, and invite for peace when you are the uppermost. And God is with you, he will not grudge (the reward) of your actions" (Q47: 35), recognize that the "Prophet would prefer peace över war and negotiation över confrontation and limited action över an outright plunder," but adds However, a closer look at Quranic discourse indicates that "there is a clearly articulated preference in islam for nonviolence över violence, and forgiveness (afu) över retribution." 67 The verse, "the recompense of an injury the like thereof; but whosoever forgives and thereby brings about a reestablishment of harmony, his reward is with God; and God loves not the wrongdoers" (Q42: 40), advocates sincere forgiveness as the preferred option to establish God's harmony on earth. Hence, it is clear that the Islamic notion of peace suggests a condition of internal and external order, where peace is a responsibility of every Müslim, and the best way to attain that goal is through nonviolent means.
When articulating the Islamic perspective of nonviolence scholars agree on some majör points. One such point is the sacredness of human life: i.e. the single origin of and equality among humankind. Sacredness of human life is stated clearly in the Quranic verse 5:32, which reads: "And if any one saved one life, it would be as if he saved the whole people." Thus destroying life (including one's own life) is strictly forbidden. Consequently, protecting human life and respecting human dignity is sacred in islam.
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According to Islamic tradition, the individual's responsibility to uphold peace emerges out of the original constitution of human beings (fitrah), which is good and Müslim in character. 69 Consequently, every human being is created in accordance with the form and image of God, as the Divine Names or Qualities are manifested in their entirety in the human form.
70 Thus, each individual is a representative of God on earth (Khilafat Allah fi-l Ard Q2: 30) and responsible for the order thereof. This belief is based on the Quranic verse "Verily, we have honored every human being" (Q17: 70). It is also stated in the Quran that every human being is worthy of respect because s/he is initiating hostility is not allovved in islam, only certain defensive wars can be permitted: "when they attack you" (Q9: 13), he states that according to Quran there was one form of war which was time-bound strictly in retaliation to its purpose. This was to end fitna, since the Quran states: "Fight against them until fitna is no more" (Q2: 193). Wahiduddin Khan reads fitna to mean "that coercive system which had reached the extremes of religious persecution." 80 He also states that fıttıa refers to the ancient times when a political system dominated by coercion prevailed around the world, closing the doors to material and spiritual progress. Believers were urged to break this coercive system in order to usher freedom for material and spiritual progress.
Wahiduddin Khan also notes that there were only three real instances that Muslims entered a battle, referring to the Battles of Badr, Uhud, and Hunayn-undertaken by the Prophet, when it became absolutely inevitable. He also states that these battles lasted only for half a day, each beginning from noon and ending with the setting of the sun. Therefore, it is possible to say that the Prophet had actively engaged in war for a total of a day and half, and observed the principle of nonviolence throughout his 23year prophetic career.
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For Wahiduddin Khan the greatest problem of the Müslim world is that it has forgotten the Sunna of nonviolence and resorted to violence. This resulted in losing what had been gained before. The contemporary realities require a return to the principle nonviolence of the Prophet, to rejuvenate the Dawah, the peaceful struggle for the propagation of islam. However, Muslims today, he observes, are easily provoked and become violent at anything against their way of thinking, or even not to their liking. 82 Although not ali Muslims are involved directly in violence, he states that according to islam, keeping silent makes them indirectly responsible. He criticizes the modern ulema, intellectuals, and leaders of movements for adopting a violent narrative, and spreading this narrative among the young populations. This violent mentality, he argues, is responsible for having alienated them from their neighbors, and the only way for them to change this situation is to 'return' to nonviolence. m Ibid., 5. sı lbid.,6. S2 Ibid., 11.
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One crucial obstacle in the minds of many Muslims is that peace does not guarantee them justice. However, Wahiduddin Khan states that peace does not automatically produce justice, but creates the possibility for establishing justice and gives the example of the Hudaybiyah treaty to illustrate that the Prophet made this peace not to exact justice, but to create opportunities. According to him, this treaty did give the Prophet the opportunity for dawah activities; after that, the Prophet not only ensured justice but also set islam upon a much more solid footing.
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Jawdat Sa'id, on the other hand, compares wars to the cruel practice of offering human sacrifıces to Gods, stating that "today we continue the tradition of offering human sacrifices with the victim's willing consent-when we push people to go to war in the name of holy patriotism and heroism."
84 He adds: "we stili have not understood that such a thing has changed into a mere sacrifıce devoid of holiness or act of heroism."
85 Sa'id also asserts that armies and governments have lost their traditional role in protecting the populace; while people have resorted their role in protecting themselves. 86 According to Sa'id, war neither solves the problem, nor even bring the needed ease of conscience. Referring to Quranic verse, "God does not change the condition of a people until they change what is vvithin themselves," he states that "as soon as we cease to place our trust in a Napoleon or a Hitler to make peace and unity, and as soon as we trust in ourselves being able to change what is within ourselves," we will be able to establish peace. 87 In this sense, the "sacred struggle," jihad, cannot mean violence and aggression. Sa'id backs this view with the following verses:
God forbids you not respecting those who have not fought against you on account of your religion, and who have not driven you out from n Ibid" 13. 84 Sa'id, Jawdat, op. cit., 1997, 3 According to this Hadith, the Prophet was asked by his companion Abu Dharr al-Ghifari what to do if attacked. Prophet is recorded to have replied: "stay in your house." When Abu Dharr asked: "but what if someone entered into my home (to kili me)," the Prophet replied: "if you fear to look upon the gleam of the sword (raised to strike you), then cover your face with your robe-this will he bear the sin of killing you as well as his own sin." 89 This, according to Sa'id, clearly indicates that violence is shunned and nonviolence is preferred in islam. Furthermore Sa'id refers to the Prophet's Hadith which states "whoever takes life by the sword, by the sword shall he perish" as another proof that nonviolence is the preferred method.
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In support of his stance Sa'id also reminds us the story of Adam's sons Abel and Cain stated in the Quran, which, according to Sa'id clearly illustrates God's preference for nonviolence. 91 The story narrates that, Cain, jealous of his brother Abel, attempted to kili his brother Abel, because Abel's sacrifıce was accepted by God and not his. But when he attempted to kili Abel, Abel telis him "if you stretch your hand to slay me, it is not me to stretch my hand against you to slay you for I fear Allah (...)" (Q2: 28). The Quran goes on to say that "if any one slew a person unless it be for Murder or for spreading Mischief in the land, it would be as if he slew the whole people. And if anyone saved a life it vvould be as if he saved the life of the whole people" (Q2: 32). Hence, Sa'id concludes that Islam's message is Kun ka Ibn Adam (Be like the son of Adam). of nonviolence security, harmony, justice and human dignity and also has a repertoire of practices and precepts for resolving conflicts and establishing a just and peaceful system. Hence, religion can also be (in fact has been) a rich source for peace-building, conflict resolution and nonviolent resistance.
Like followers of other religious traditions, Muslims share a common calling to work for peace. In the case of Muslims, the calling is rooted in the Holy Quran, which enjoins humanity to "strive as in a race in ali virtues" (Q5:48).
131 What, then, is the best path to pursue to achieve the Islamic ideal of peace and harmony?
Basing their claims on the Quran, the Hadith and the Sunna, various Müslim scholars and activists have offered different paths. These include offensive, defensive and nonviolent approaches. This article particularly focused on the nonviolence approach, and argued that nonviolence as a means of affecting change and resolving conflict is an authentic mechanism rooted in the Islamic tradition. Yet, Islamic tradition of nonviolence is an understudied and under-explored fıeld of research. Even the majority of Muslims contend that islam allows violence under certain circumstances, and that in the Islamic discourse there is no room for nonviolent approaches.
There are various explanations for existence of multiple interpretations of a single religious tradition. Every religious scripture is communicated through vvords and has to go through human interpretation. The meaning of vvords may change över time, new developments may require new concepts and new vvords, which are not in the scriptures. Therefore, although one might believe that God revealed guidelines to humanity, one must also realize that God's message can only be communicated through words and symbols that are subject to human interpretation, in the face of ever-changing conditions.
Contemporary interpretation of Islamic approaches to peace has been greatly influenced by the turbulent social, political and economical events of the 20 th century that took place in the Müslim world. Islamic history during this period has been one of decline in every aspect of life. This has caused great frustration among the Muslims and contributed to the spread of violence and selective reading of the sacred texts to justify violent acts. Indeed, the increase of violence among the Müslim communities is alarming. It is, then, crucial for Muslims to realize that they have a duty and responsibility to reflect on their belief systems, contribute maximally to understanding the meaning of life, to implement the highest values of their religion. Although it is important to understand the reasons behind rise of violence among Muslims today, it is also necessary to employ strategies to empovver those Müslim groups who are vvorking to bring peace through nonviolent means. In that respect, Müslim theologians, scholars, and activists should recover the Islamic tradition of nonviolence and explore vvays in which it can be applied meaningfully to resolve conflicts and restore justice and harmony.
